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Abstract: This paper explores the relationship between five LM methods (JIT, TPM,
Autonomation, VSM and Kaizen) and three IoT technologies (RFID, WSN and
Middleware) and the implications that arise from their combination. Four hypotheses
and four complimentary research questions were formulated and tested. 136
responses were obtained through a questionnaire survey and analysed using
descriptive statistics, 2-Sample proportion, Kruskal-Wallis, ANOVA and Pairwise
comparison tests. The findings indicate that IoT can significantly improve the
operational performance of manufacturing organisations. The findings advocate that all
LM methods, apart from Kaizen, benefit from improved effectiveness by combining
them with IoT. The results suggest that this can be attributed to the general perception
about IoT, which despite the support and benefits it provides to people, is seen to be
reducing human involvement whereas Kaizen is seen to be more people-focused.
Improvements in information flow, decision-making and productivity were also found to
be the most important motivations and benefits of combining LM methods with IoT. The
findings of this research can be used by LM organisations that wish to embark into the
new digitalised manufacturing era and businesses seeking to improve their
performance through the combination of traditional efficiency-based methods and I4.0
technologies.

Response to Reviewers: Reviewer: 1

Authors are extremely thankful to the anonymous reviewer for taking the time to review
our paper and make well-considered comments to improve it. We are pleased with the
feedback you have provided as it has greatly helped us to improve our paper in various
aspects. We have taken all your recommendations on board and made the necessary
modifications and improvements in the revised version of our paper. We sincerely hope
that our revised version satisfies your queries/concerns. We have highlighted all
changes in red text, and we have also provided pointwise answers to the raised
queries below.

Query 1: The discussion in the first three paragraphs of 2.2 "Compatibility of LM and
IoT" is not fairly balanced between the two concepts. First, it gives the impression that
these two methods are competing ones. Second it gives more credits to LM by bringing
some selected examples such the complexity of managing ICT infrastructure of IoT
systems will LM has such barriers. There are numerous other examples that IoT brings
benefits that are beyond the reach of LM (e.g. Condition monitoring and predictive
maintenance). The text presents LM and IoT as being a-priori antagonistic than
synergetic which is not the case. My recommendation is that the first 3 paragraphs of
chapter 2.2 are removed or updated in order to discuss the "compatibility" between IoT
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and LM.
The authors mention that "Strandhagen et al. (2017) argue that IoT is more effective
and easier to implement in nonrepetitive environments than repetitive." however in that
paper it is stated exactly the opposite " The sample of case companies investigated in
this study indicate that companies with low degree of production repetitiveness, high
material flow complexity and high degree of ETO production are least suited for a
transition to Industry 4.0 in terms of manufacturing logistics. In addition, these
companies seem to be less enthusiastic of Industry 4.0."

Response: We sincerely thank the learned reviewer for raising these issues and the
constructive feedback that has been provided to improve our article. We have, as you
kindly suggested, removed the first and third paragraphs of Section 2.2. However, we
humbly request to keep the second paragraph, highlighted in red text, which focuses
on the synergies of IoT and LM, and thus leads smoothly to the next paragraph where
it supports the discussion on their compatibility. We sincerely hope that this meets your
expectations and find our action satisfactory.

Query 2: In "4.2.1 IoT application to manufacturing organisations" it states that "Thus,
H1 was rejected" however this is not supported by the results of "Figure 2.
Improvement in performance through IoT".

Response: We sincerely thank the learned reviewer for his/her very detailed review of
our paper and for spotting this ‘finger error’ that has now been corrected.

Query 3: - In the abstract the sentece "The research explored the compatibility
between" is incomplete.

Response: We sincerely thank the learned reviewer for, once more, spotting this
mistake. The partial sentence has now been removed and the entire paper has been
thoroughly proofread to avoid this type of mistakes/errors.

Reviewer: 2

Authors are extremely thankful to the reviewer for providing comments and
suggestions in regards to our article. These have greatly helped us to improve different
aspects of our paper. We are very pleased with all the positive comments you have
made about our article. We have reflected upon your recommendations, and in
concurrence with the comments of Reviewer 1, we have incorporated them as
indicated below. We have also provided pointwise answers to the raised queries
below.

Query 4: The article is very interesting, it is research and practically necessary and
useful. It examines the relationship of compatibility between the five LM methods (JIT,
TPM, Autonomation, VSM and Kaizen) and the three Internet of Things technologies
(RFID, WSN and Middleware).

Highlights, research methods are handled correctly and precisely.

It presents the consequences that result from their combination. Four hypotheses and
four complementary research questions were formulated and tested. Sufficient
statistically relevant answers were obtained through a questionnaire survey and
analyzed using appropriate descriptive statistics.

The findings suggest that IoT can significantly improve the operational performance of
production organizations. Research shows that all LM methods, except Kaizen, benefit
from combination with IoT.

Improvements in information flow, decision-making and productivity have been found
to be the most important motivation and benefits of combining LM methods with IoT.

Response: We thank the reviewer for these very positive comments. No action
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required.

Query 5: I have reservations about the wording: "this can be attributed to the NATURE
of the Internet of Things, which aims to REPLACE people with cyber-physical systems
at odds with one of the basic elements of Kaizen, namely people.". In my opinion, IoT
in many forms supports people and machines and processes in order to synergy.
Prosím, doplniť referencie, napr.: e.g. Improvement of Human-Plant Interactivity via
Industrial Cloud-Based Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System, APMS 2016.
This does not mean that the synergy between Kaizen and IoT cannot be more difficult.

Response: We fully agree with the learned reviewer's point of view in relation to this
sentence. Thus, it has now been reworded as follows: “The results suggest that this
can be attributed to the general perceptions about IoT which, despite the support and
benefits it provides to people, is seen to be reducing human involvement whereas
Kaizen is seen to be more people-focused.”

Similar wording has also been used in the discussion section i.e. Section 5.

We sincerely hope that this action addresses your concerns.

Query 6: Named 3 IoT technologies, there are relatively few and not enough to justify
why these were chosen. I assume that in further research, there will be more
consistent and more selected IoT technology. e.g. Application Domain-Based
Overview of IoT Network Traffic Characteristics, ACM Computing Surveys 2020.

Response: Thank you very much to the learned reviewer for highlighting this issue.
The three IoT technologies (i.e. RFID, WSN and Middleware) on which our study is
based on are some of the most commonly used and associated IoT technologies in
manufacturing environments. Thus, from the study design point of view, we considered
that a wider range of research participants would be able to recognise them more
easily and have had some interaction with them.  Additionally, the following sentence
has also been added in the fifth paragraph of section 2.4. “In this research, the specific
IoT technologies considered are RFID, WSN and Middleware as they are the most
commonly discussed and used IoT technologies in manufacturing environments”.
Finally, as suggested by the learned reviewer, we have also added the following
sentence, as part of the future research directions, in the conclusions section: “For
example, although this research focused on three technologies of IoT (i.e. RFID, WSN
and Middleware) as they are more prevalent in industry, further research could also be
conducted considering other relevant technologies such as Near Field Communication,
Bluetooth and Satellite communication technologies. Additionally, future studies can
also consider studying the relationship of LM with a key factor in future IoT
development, i.e. network technologies (Peker et al., 2020).” Please, see Conclusions
section, first paragraph – sentences in red, below the bult points.

Query 7: There is no mention of IIoT (Industrial IoT), although the authors prioritize
manufacturing and production. I need a brief mention and a few references, e.g.
Cyber-physical systems architectures for industrial internet of things applications in
Industry 4.0: A literature review, JIM 2021

Response: We thank the reviewer for this suggestion. IIoT has now been included in
the introduction section, please, see highlighted text in red in the Introduction section,
1st paragraph.

Query 8: There are almost no formal errors.

Response: We thank the reviewer for this positive comment. No action required.
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Reviewer: 1 
 
Authors are extremely thankful to the anonymous reviewer for taking the time to review our 
paper and make well-considered comments to improve it. We are pleased with the feedback 
you have provided as it has greatly helped us to improve our paper in various aspects. We have 
taken all your recommendations on board and made the necessary modifications and 
improvements in the revised version of our paper. We sincerely hope that our revised version 
satisfies your queries/concerns. We have highlighted all changes in red text, and we have also 
provided pointwise answers to the raised queries below. 
 
Query 1: The discussion in the first three paragraphs of 2.2 "Compatibility of LM and IoT" is not 
fairly balanced between the two concepts. First, it gives the impression that these two methods 
are competing ones. Second it gives more credits to LM by bringing some selected examples 
such the complexity of managing ICT infrastructure of IoT systems will LM has such barriers. 
There are numerous other examples that IoT brings benefits that are beyond the reach of LM 
(e.g. Condition monitoring and predictive maintenance). The text presents LM and IoT as being 
a-priori antagonistic than synergetic which is not the case. My recommendation is that the first 3 
paragraphs of chapter 2.2 are removed or updated in order to discuss the "compatibility" 
between IoT and LM. 

The authors mention that "Strandhagen et al. (2017) argue that IoT is more effective and easier 
to implement in nonrepetitive environments than repetitive." however in that paper it is stated 
exactly the opposite " The sample of case companies investigated in this study indicate that 
companies with low degree of production repetitiveness, high material flow complexity and high 
degree of ETO production are least suited for a transition to Industry 4.0 in terms of 
manufacturing logistics. In addition, these companies seem to be less enthusiastic of Industry 
4.0." 

Response: We sincerely thank the learned reviewer for raising these issues and the 
constructive feedback that has been provided to improve our article. We have, as you kindly 
suggested, removed the first and third paragraphs of Section 2.2. However, we humbly request 
to keep the second paragraph, highlighted in red text, which focuses on the synergies of IoT 
and LM, and thus leads smoothly to the next paragraph where it supports the discussion on 
their compatibility. We sincerely hope that this meets your expectations and find our action 
satisfactory.     
 
 
Query 2: In "4.2.1 IoT application to manufacturing organisations" it states that "Thus, H1 was 
rejected" however this is not supported by the results of "Figure 2. Improvement in performance 
through IoT". 
 
Response: We sincerely thank the learned reviewer for his/her very detailed review of our 
paper and for spotting this ‘finger error’ that has now been corrected.  
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Query 3: - In the abstract the sentece "The research explored the compatibility between" is 
incomplete. 
 
Response: We sincerely thank the learned reviewer for, once more, spotting this mistake. The 
partial sentence has now been removed and the entire paper has been thoroughly proofread to 
avoid this type of mistakes/errors. 
 
 
Reviewer: 2 
 
Authors are extremely thankful to the reviewer for providing comments and suggestions in 
regards to our article. These have greatly helped us to improve different aspects of our paper. 
We are very pleased with all the positive comments you have made about our article. We have 
reflected upon your recommendations, and in concurrence with the comments of Reviewer 1, 
we have incorporated them as indicated below. We have also provided pointwise answers to the 
raised queries below.  
 
Query 4: The article is very interesting, it is research and practically necessary and useful. It 
examines the relationship of compatibility between the five LM methods (JIT, TPM, 
Autonomation, VSM and Kaizen) and the three Internet of Things technologies (RFID, WSN and 
Middleware). 
 
Highlights, research methods are handled correctly and precisely. 
 
It presents the consequences that result from their combination. Four hypotheses and four 
complementary research questions were formulated and tested. Sufficient statistically relevant 
answers were obtained through a questionnaire survey and analyzed using appropriate 
descriptive statistics. 
 
The findings suggest that IoT can significantly improve the operational performance of 
production organizations. Research shows that all LM methods, except Kaizen, benefit from 
combination with IoT. 
 
Improvements in information flow, decision-making and productivity have been found to be the 
most important motivation and benefits of combining LM methods with IoT. 
 
Response: We thank the reviewer for these very positive comments. No action required. 
 
 
Query 5: I have reservations about the wording: "this can be attributed to the NATURE of the 
Internet of Things, which aims to REPLACE people with cyber-physical systems at odds with 
one of the basic elements of Kaizen, namely people.". In my opinion, IoT in many forms 
supports people and machines and processes in order to synergy. Prosím, doplniť referencie, 
napr.: e.g. Improvement of Human-Plant Interactivity via Industrial Cloud-Based Supervisory 
Control and Data Acquisition System, APMS 2016. This does not mean that the synergy 
between Kaizen and IoT cannot be more difficult. 
 
Response: We fully agree with the learned reviewer's point of view in relation to this sentence. 
Thus, it has now been reworded as follows: “The results suggest that this can be attributed to 
the general perceptions about IoT which, despite the support and benefits it provides to people, 
is seen to be reducing human involvement whereas Kaizen is seen to be more people-focused.” 
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Similar wording has also been used in the discussion section i.e. Section 5. 
 
We sincerely hope that this action addresses your concerns. 
 
 
Query 6: Named 3 IoT technologies, there are relatively few and not enough to justify why 
these were chosen. I assume that in further research, there will be more consistent and more 
selected IoT technology. e.g. Application Domain-Based Overview of IoT Network Traffic 
Characteristics, ACM Computing Surveys 2020. 
 
Response: Thank you very much to the learned reviewer for highlighting this issue. The three 
IoT technologies (i.e. RFID, WSN and Middleware) on which our study is based on are some of 
the most commonly used and associated IoT technologies in manufacturing environments. 
Thus, from the study design point of view, we considered that a wider range of research 
participants would be able to recognise them more easily and have had some interaction with 
them.  Additionally, the following sentence has also been added in the fifth paragraph of section 
2.4. “In this research, the specific IoT technologies considered are RFID, WSN and Middleware 
as they are the most commonly discussed and used IoT technologies in manufacturing 
environments”. Finally, as suggested by the learned reviewer, we have also added the following 
sentence, as part of the future research directions, in the conclusions section: “For example, 
although this research focused on three technologies of IoT (i.e. RFID, WSN and Middleware) 
as they are more prevalent in industry, further research could also be conducted considering 
other relevant technologies such as Near Field Communication, Bluetooth and Satellite 
communication technologies. Additionally, future studies can also consider studying the 
relationship of LM with a key factor in future IoT development, i.e. network technologies (Peker 
et al., 2020).” Please, see Conclusions section, first paragraph – sentences in red, below the 
bult points. 
 
 
Query 7: There is no mention of IIoT (Industrial IoT), although the authors prioritize 
manufacturing and production. I need a brief mention and a few references, e.g. Cyber-physical 
systems architectures for industrial internet of things applications in Industry 4.0: A literature 
review, JIM 2021 
 
Response: We thank the reviewer for this suggestion. IIoT has now been included in the 
introduction section, please, see highlighted text in red in the Introduction section, 1st paragraph. 
 
 
Query 8: There are almost no formal errors. 
 
Response: We thank the reviewer for this positive comment. No action required. 
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 Relationship between LM and IoT and implications from their combination are explored 

 Four hypotheses and four complementary research questions are formulated and tested 

 136 responses from industry exprts were obtained 

 Some LM methods benefit from improved effectiveness by combining them with IoT 

 Kaizen does not benefit from the deployment of IoT technology  
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Abstract 

This paper explores the relationship between five LM methods (JIT, TPM, Autonomation, 

VSM and Kaizen) and three IoT technologies (RFID, WSN and Middleware) and the 

implications that arise from their combination. Four hypotheses and four complimentary 

research questions were formulated and tested. 136 responses were obtained through a 

questionnaire survey and analysed using descriptive statistics, 2-Sample proportion, Kruskal-

Wallis, ANOVA and Pairwise comparison tests. The findings indicate that IoT can 

significantly improve the operational performance of manufacturing organisations. The 

findings advocate that all LM methods, apart from Kaizen, benefit from improved 

effectiveness by combining them with IoT. The results suggest that this can be attributed to 

the general perception about IoT, which despite the support and benefits it provides to people, 

is seen to be reducing human involvement whereas Kaizen is seen to be more people-focused. 

Improvements in information flow, decision-making and productivity were also found to be 

the most important motivations and benefits of combining LM methods with IoT. The 

findings of this research can be used by LM organisations that wish to embark into the new 

digitalised manufacturing era and businesses seeking to improve their performance through 

the combination of traditional efficiency-based methods and I4.0 technologies.  

 

Keywords Lean Manufacturing; Internet of Things; Industry 4.0. 

Paper Type: Research paper 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, Industry 4.0 (I4.0) has received significant attention due to its potential to 

bring about substantial transformation to manufacturing strategies (Yin et al., 2018). Its 

vision integrates and deploys advanced Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs) within manufacturing environments to enable autonomous and highly dynamic 

production systems for significant performance improvement (German Frank et al., 2019). 

Internet of Things (IoT) has been characterised as a key technology and major enabler of I4.0 

(Garrido-Hidalgo et al., 2019). IoT can be described as a technological concept that utilises 

sensors, microcontrollers and other embedded terminal devices through which real-time data 

can be collected from manufacturing machinery and facilities. This data can then be shared 

among relevant manufacturing resources such as machines and humans, enabling the 

transformation of the manufacturing system into a more intelligent and responsive system 

(Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017). Whereas IoT is seen as a general terminology, IIoT 

(Industrial Internet of Things) is emerging as a new terminology for IoTs that are focused on 

industrial systems (Gilchrist, 2016; Pivoto et al., 2021, HPE, 2019). A more stringent 

perspective of IIoT by GE Digital, 2019, sees IIoT as being applicable to higher stake 

industrial systems, where system failures and unplanned downtime may result in life-

threatening or high-risk situations. As a result, this research views IoTs from a broader 

perspective. 
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     On the other hand, Lean Manufacturing (LM) is a widely recognized and accepted concept 

which is considered to be the most effective and successful approach that has been 

implemented in the manufacturing sector over the last few decades (Sauring et al., 2020). LM 

focuses on the elimination of wastes and non-value added activities, aiming to enhance 

operations’ productivity and efficiency, leading to a competitive advantage (Tortorella and 

Fettermann, 2018). LM consists of numerous techniques, methods and tools, which if 

integrated and appropriately implemented constitutes a crucial requirement for success 

(Möldner et al., 2020). 

     The first attempt at combining LM with advanced ICT-based systems for the automation 

of manufacturing processes occurred in the mid-1990s, and it was described with the term 

Lean Automation (Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017). According to Kolberg et al. (2017), 

Lean Automation did not receive much support from the research community, which 

contrasts the current scenario where the combination of I4.0 and LM has been explored 

considerably (Garza-Reyes, 2020). Given the proven success of LM in various industries, 

coupled with the potential transformative capabilities of IoT, there is a high expectation 

regarding the effects that could arise from their potential synergies and combination (Yin et 

al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2017). This expectation is related to the significant performance 

improvements in productivity, responsiveness and decision-making that is potentially 

achievable by uplifting LM methods and tools with the real-time data and information 

collection capabilities of IoT (Buer et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2017). 

     Despite these potentially significant improvements accruable from the combination of LM 

and IoT, limited research has been reported in regards to their degree of compatibility, the 

challenges, and the implications of combining them. The majority of the work has focused on 

holistically investigating the potential combination of LM and I4.0. For instance, Tortorella 

and Fettermann, (2018) attempted to empirically investigate the relationship between I4.0 

technologies and LM practices in an emerging economy context, i.e. the Brazilian 

manufacturing environment. By examining the role and efficiency benefits within a Lean 

environment of technologies such as 3D printing, big data and machine to machine 

communication, Tortorella and Fettermann (2018) highlighted the high degree of association 

between them and other traditional LM practices. They argue that the concurrent 

implementation of those technologies along with LM tools will produce an improved 

digitalised version of LM. Similarly, Rüttimann and Stöckli (2016) conducted a detailed 

study on LM and I4.0 and argue that although their integration can transform a manufacturing 

system into a Cyber-Physical Production System (CPPS) with advanced productivity 

capabilities, the relative immaturity of the bulk of I4.0 technologies makes it challenging to 

integrate the two concepts. Other researches have also explored the combination of I4.0 and 

LM, including the works of Rosin et al. (2020), Ghobakhloo and Fathi (2019), Buer et al. 

(2018) and Kaspar and Schneider (2015). However, similar to the aforementioned studies, 

these are also focused on I4.0 as an overreaching concept, rather than focusing on specific 

technologies and aspects of I4.0 in combination with LM.  

     The work of Sanders et al. (2016) did centre on IoT and LM, but in this case, it explored 

how the utilisation of IoT could achieve similar results as the implementation of LM. In 

particular, the research investigated the impact of IoT on some key aspects of manufacturing 

organisations such as suppliers, customers, processes as well as control and human factors 

(Sanders et al., 2016). Based on improvements found in these areas, Sanders et al. (2016) 

suggested that through the utilisation of IoT-based technologies, organisations can achieve 

results that conform to the LM philosophy, without actually consciously implementing the 

traditional LM methods and tools. 



 

 

     Unlike the previously discussed researches, this paper fills a gap in the scholarly literature 

by investigating the relationship between IoT and LM, the implications that can arise from 

their simultaneous deployment as well as ways through which the core LM methods can be 

enhanced by the use of IoT technologies. Therefore, to complement and expand the limited 

body of knowledge in the I4.0 and LM subject field, this paper addresses the following 

research questions (RQs):  

 

RQ 1. What are the benefits and limitations of IoT utilisation within manufacturing 

organisations? 

RQ 2. How compatible are LM methods with IoT technologies? 

RQ 3. What are the impacts of LM & IoT on the Continuous Improvement Philosophy? 

RQ 4. What LM methods are mostly supported through IoT technologies and how? 

 

     The paper is structured as follows: this introductory section contextualizes the research 

and presents the research questions. Section 2 presents the literature review and the 

formulation of hypotheses and complementary research questions (CRQs). The 3rd section 

presents the research methodology, and the analyses and discussions are provided in sections 

4 and 5 respectively. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions, limitations and future 

research directions. 

 

2. Literature review and formulation of hypotheses 

2.1 IoT effect on the performance of manufacturing organisations 
Despite the high expectation in regards to the positive effect of I4.0 technologies (German 

Frank et al., 2019) and IoT (Zhou et al., 2015) on the performance of manufacturing 

companies and supply chains (German Frank et al., 2019), Ehie and Chilton (2020), 

Rüttimann and Stöckli (2016), Schumacher et al. (2016) and Xu et al. (2014) argue that IoT 

technologies are still in their ‘infancy’. As a result, they consider that IoT is not yet in a 

position to deliver a significant positive impact on the operational performance of 

manufacturing organisations. IoT technologies experience a range of technical challenges 

such as increased heterogeneity and scalability as well as vulnerability to privacy and security 

issues (Xu et al., 2014). In addition, it is argued that there is a high financial investment and 

huge risk associated with the implementation of advanced ICT systems to support the 

decentralisation requirements of IoT as this increases the complexity of systems (Sanders et 

al., 2016). Furthermore, Rüttimann and Stöckli (2016) consider that the current high 

expectations about IoT impacts on manufacturing are unrealistic as IoT implementation may 

introduce new problems. For instance, the improvement of flexibility within manufacturing 

due to IoT implementation would naturally introduce the issue of variability, which has to be 

dealt with and may lead to frustration. 

     Hence, it can be concluded that there are still some doubts regarding the extent to which 

IoT technologies are currently able to positively impact the performance of manufacturing 

organisations, mainly due to their early-stage nature. Considering that the bulk of the doubts 

are related to production and operations issues, the following hypothesis was formulated: 

 

H1: Despite its infant nature, IoT can significantly improve the operational performance of 

manufacturing organisations.  

 

     To complement H1 and investigate the expectations of IoT utilisation, as well as the 

factors that affect IoT’s performance or lead organisations to avoid its implementation, the 

following complimentary research questions (CRQs) were developed:  



 

 

CRQ1: What are the most important motives that lead manufacturing organisations to 

implement IoT technologies and what are the features that had the most effect on the 

performance of these technologies?  

CRQ2: What are the main barriers that lead manufacturing organisations not to implement 

IoT technologies?  

 

2.2 Compatibility of LM and IoT   

     Marodin and Saurin (2013) argue that the benefits of LM implementation are similar to 

those of IoT, and according to Sanders et al. (2016), those benefits are related to productivity 

and flexibility improvement, waste and cost reduction, worker’s safety and customers’ 

satisfaction as well as economic growth. Researchers also highlight that the key success 

factor for those improvements is the decentralised control structure that both IoT and LM 

utilise, which enables the integration of small modules in IoTs, and facilitates autonomy for 

LM (Buer et al., 2018; Kaspar and Schneider, 2015; Kolberg and Zühlke, 2015).  

     The aforementioned synergies have led a number of researchers to support the 

compatibility of the two and argue that the effectiveness of LM can be enhanced through the 

adoption of IoT (Buer et al., 2018; Sanders et al., 2017; Rüttimann and Stöckli, 2016; Sanders 

et al., 2016). Focusing on the adoption process of IoT, the transformation into a more 

digitalised manufacturing era can be more successful if the organisation had implemented 

LM practices prior to IoT implementation (Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017; Kaspar and 

Schneider, 2015; Khanchanapong et al., 2014). This is supported by the results of a research 

survey of 179 companies that was conducted by Staufen AG (2018). It found that the 

experience on LM implementation was the most common similarity amongst key pioneers of 

I4.0 implementation. Researchers argue that is because IoT has the capability to further 

enable LM’s focus on transparency and visual control (Buer et al., 2018). This evidence 

suggests that an organisation that has already implemented LM is more likely to successfully 

implement IoT technologies. This led to the development of the second hypothesis:  

H2: Organisations that have already implemented LM are more likely to implement IoT 

technologies successfully.  

     In order to identify which LM methods assist the most the IoT implementation process, 

the following CRQ is derived:  

CRQ3: Which of the LM methods assist more in the implementation process of IoT 

technologies?  

 

2.3 Impact of LM and IoT combination on the Continuous Improvement Philosophy 
Researchers agree that there is a range of implications of LM and IoT combination. Roy et al. 

(2015) argue that the utilisation of IoT in a LM organisation will make the organisation more 

advanced and mature. In a similar view, Wang et al. (2016) suggest that the combination of 

IoT with LM can lead to a digitalised version of LM, which may be easier to be adopted by 

organisations. Also, Tortorella and Fettermann (2017) argue that improved information 

sharing amongst processes can assist in improving the competitiveness of the organisation. 

For instance, the utilisation of identification and monitoring sensors and actuators can 

strengthen LM’s capability of detecting and solving production problems, thus, higher 

productivity targets can be achieved (Behrendt et al., 2017). Furthermore, Rϋttimann and 

Stöckli (2016) estimate that the availability of accurate real-time data from the shop-floor can 

improve the flexibility of the operation, and facilitate a more continuous flow (Kolberg and 

Zühlke, 2015), thus leading to waste elimination (Wang et al., 2016).  



 

 

     However, the most challenging aspect of the LM and IoT combination is related to the 

degree to which IoT applications are able to support the LM philosophy of continuous 

improvement wherein humans are the major enabler (Rüttimann and Stöckli, 2016). The 

significant possibility that humans will not be needed in the future in a totally automated 

“smart” manufacturing environment provokes doubts about the extent to which the systems 

will continuously improve their performance without human involvement. Hence, the 

following hypothesis is developed:  

 

H3: The introduction and establishment of IoT into Lean manufacturing methods and 

practices will not affect Lean’s philosophy of continuous improvement.  

 

2.4 LM and IoT enhancement synergies 

Belekoukias et al. (2014) consider Just-in-Time (JIT), autonomation, kaizen, total productive 

maintenance (TPM) and value stream mapping (VSM) as essential LM methods. Regarding 

JIT, IoT’s capability for providing real-time data about products’ locations and characteristics 

can play a considerably important role in the further optimisation of inventory levels (Zheng 

et al., 2020). IoT utilisation can enhance traceability and minimise delays and waiting times, 

leading to more effective inventory management (Rafique et al., 2016), and consequently a 

reduction in production lead times (Sanders et al., 2016). Kolberg and Zühlke (2015) suggest 

the replacement of the traditional Kanban cards with IoT-enabled ones to improve JIT 

inventory control. 

     TPM is another LM method that scholars argue will benefit from IoT (Sanders et al., 

2017; Sanders et al., 2016). The establishment of a network of interconnected devices across 

the production shop-floor can provide real-time data collection that enables quick response to 

breakdowns or potential breakdowns. According to Hutton (2016), the adequate utilisation of 

those data can assist organisations to achieve the TPM target of zero breakdowns as the 

gathered data can be analysed using other technologies such as big data analytics. However, 

even in the event of a failure, these analytics could also be utilised for solution finding by 

linking the occurred failure with past patterns and causes, providing potential solutions 

without any human involvement. The Single-Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED), a part of 

TPM, can also benefit from IoT with the requisite SMED knowledge embedded in IoT 

enabled machinery, which can be accessed readily by personnel rather than relying on their 

knowledge (Keller et al., 2014). As a result, accurate SMED procedures can be consistently 

adhered to.  

     The LM approach of autonomation is also naturally aligned to benefit from IoT (Sanders 

et al., 2016). Through the provision of real-time data and the establishment of the machine to 

machine communication, machines capabilities are greatly enhanced. 

     Data collection is a crucial and challenging aspect of VSM (Buer et al., 2018). IoT’s 

capability to provide real-time data and information about several aspects of the shop-floor is 

a characteristic that can enhance VSM’s effectiveness to a great extent (Meudt et al., 2017; 

Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017). Improvements in information flow and waste elimination 

have also been mentioned as benefits of IoT integration with VSM (Meudt et al., 2017; 

Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017).  

    For completeness, it is also essential to explore the potential benefits to specific IoT 

technologies on the continuous improvement philosophy, i.e. Kaizen, which was explored in 

Section 2.3 with regards to IoT in general rather than specific IoT technologies. In this 

research, the specific IoT technologies considered are RFID, WSN and Middleware as they 

are the most commonly discussed and used IoT technologies in manufacturing environments. 



 

 

     This research argues that the potential enhancement of JIT, TPM, autonomation, VSM and 

Kaizen through specific IoT technologies has been solely theoretically in the literature. Thus, 

in order to investigate these potential enhancements empirically, the following hypothesis 

was formulated:  

 

H4: The utilisation of IoT technologies (RFID, WSN and Middleware) can improve the 

efficiency of five essential LM methods (i.e. JIT, TPM, autonomation, VSM and Kaizen).  

  
     Furthermore, there are discussions in the literature regarding the outcomes that could be 

realised by the combination of LM and IoT. Roy et al. (2015) argue that the utilisation of IoT 

in a LM organisation will make it more advanced and mature. Similarly, Wang et al. (2016) 

suggest that the combination of IoT with LM can lead to a digitalised version of LM, which 

may be easier to be adopted by organisations. Tortorella and Fettermann (2018) comment that 

improved information sharing amongst processes can enable the increase of an organisation’s 

competitiveness.  

     The argument in the literature is that these outcomes are realisable through the impacts of 

IoT on some lean objectives such as facilitating continuous flow (Kolberg and Zühlke, 2015), 

improving the flexibility of operations (Rüttimann and Stöckli, 2016), minimising waste 

(Wang et al., (2016), thus leading to higher productivity (Behrendt et al., 2017). 

     Overall, Womack and Jones (1996), articulate four LM objectives namely: enabling 

‘bespoke requirements’; eliminating ‘non-value added’ activities and ‘waste’; improving 

‘information flow’; and deploying ‘pull production system’. In order to investigate whether 

IoT can support the achievement of these four LM objectives, the following CRQ was 

developed: 

CRQ4: To what extent does the utilisation of IoT in the shop-floor support the LM objectives 

of enabling ‘bespoke requirements’, eliminating ‘non-value added’ activities and ‘waste’, 

improving ‘information flow’, and deploying a ‘pull production system’? 

 

3. Research methodology 

3.1 Questionnaire survey design  

    A degree of subjectivity may be incorporated, due to natural ontological deliberations, in 

researches such as the present one. Due to the study’s positivistic epistemological nature and 

to balance subjective variability, a relatively large scale quantitative approach was followed. 

In this line, a remote and self-administered survey was used as a data collection tool. This 

data collection method (1) ensured the separation of the research subject and researcher, and 

eliminated interviewer research bias that could distort results (Bryman, 2016), (2) aimed at 

generating quantifiable data from a relatively large scale sample while at the same time being 

efficient  (i.e. quick, convenient and cheap), (3) offered anonymity for respondents, (4) 

produced results with a certain degree of generalisation (Bryman, 2016; Forza, 2016), and (5) 

provided statistically analysable data for reliable inferential conclusions to test the hypotheses 

and CRQs formulated.  

     The questionnaire was developed in a web-based survey design software, Qualtrics. Web-

based questionnaire software enables faster responses and easier data translation (Sivo et al., 

2006). The questionnaire consisted of twenty questions which were divided into five sections 

as presented in Table 1. Figure 1 further illustrates Table 1 by demonstrating the systematic 

thinking process used as the basis for the development of the questionnaire.  

 



 

 

Table 1. Questionnaire overview and structure 

Questions Reasons for inclusion 

Part 1 

QQ1. Please indicate the size of your organisation.  

QQ2. Please indicate the region of your organisation.  

QQ3. Please indicate the manufacturing sector of your 

organisation.  

QQ4. Which is your current job position?  

Questions 1-4 were posed to 

identify general information about 

the respondents’ organisations, in 

terms of size, region, sector and 

position within their organisation.  

Part 2 

QQ5. How would you describe your awareness of the 

fundamental elements of the Internet of Things (IoT)?  

QQ6. Please indicate if your organisation (current or previous) 

has implemented any of the Internet of Things technologies such 

as Radio Frequency Identification Devices, Wireless Sensor 

Networks, Middleware software or others.  

QQ7. (Follows up from Q6) If no, please indicate which of the 

following barriers prevented your organisation from 

implementing IoT technologies.  

QQ8. Please rate up to what extent your organisation has 

implemented the mentioned IoT technologies.  

QQ9. Please indicate what the motives are for the implementation 

of IoT technologies on behalf of your organisation.  

QQ10. Based on your opinion, to what extent have the IoT 

technologies improved your organisation's operational 

performance?  

QQ11. Please indicate which of the following features affected 

more negatively the performance of the IoT technologies in your 

organisation.  

 

Questions asked to test H1 and 

answer CRQ1 and CRQ2. 

 

Part 3 

QQ12. Do you have any experience working with Lean 

Manufacturing?  

QQ13. Please indicate if, prior to the utilisation of IoT 

technologies, your organisation (current or previous) has 

implemented any of the following Lean Manufacturing methods.  

QQ14. Please indicate the extent to which the implementation of 

IoT technologies in your organisation was assisted from the prior 

implementation of Lean methods.  

 

Questions asked to test H2 and 

answer CRQ3. 

 

Part 4 

QQ15. Please indicate the extent to which your organisation has 

attempted to combine some of the IoT technologies with Lean 

methods.  

QQ16. Based on your experience (or expectations), rate the 

extent to which the following factors were (or will be) improved 

after the initial combination of IoT technologies and Lean 

Manufacturing.  

QQ17. Based on your experience (or expectations), rate the 

extent to which the aforementioned factors continued (or will 

continue) to improve after a certain time period from the initial 

combination of IoT and Lean manufacturing?  

 

Questions asked to test H3. 

 

 

 

Part 5 



 

 

QQ18. Based on your experience (or expectations), which of the 

Lean methods improved (or will improve) their efficiency by each 

one of the IoT technologies.  

QQ19. Based on your experience (or expectations), indicate the 

IoT technologies that had affected (or will affect) positively each 

one of the features. 

QQ20. Based on your opinion, rate the extent to which the 

utilisation of Cyber-Physical Systems (e.g. connected 

microcontrollers with communication interfaces such as sensors 

and actuators), supports the following features. 

 

Questions asked to test H4 and 

answer CRQ4. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Questionnaire’s logic  

 

3.2 Questionnaire reliability and validity  
A questionnaire’s reliability is related to its measure of accuracy and consistency, whereas its 

validity refers to the extent to which the questionnaire succeeds in measuring its initial 

concept (Bell and Bryman, 2015). Robson (2011) highlights four reliability threats, i.e. 

participant’s error and bias, and observer error and bias. To address these, a small-scale pilot 

test of the questionnaire was conducted, prior to its distribution, involving six credible 

individuals, three experienced academics and three experienced industrialists. Based on their 

feedback and to eliminate participants’ bias and errors, the questionnaire was amended to (1) 

provide further comprehensiveness and clarification in some of the questions, (2) add some 

extra profile questions to obtain more correlations among the results, and (3) make minor 

changes to recording values of the questions to achieve an effective testing capability of the 

instrument. Finally, the questionnaires skip logic illustrated in Figure 1 also ensured 

reliability as only respondents with sufficient experience and expertise were considered in the 

research. 

  



 

 

3.3 Questionnaire distribution  
The central research questions did not restrict the target population and sample to certain 

company characteristics, e.g. region, sector or size. Thus, and due to the exploratory nature of 

the research, the questionnaires were administrated to experts in any manufacturing sector 

worldwide. This was done through the professional social network platform Linkedln, which 

is nowadays considered a reliable platform for the fast collection of research data 

(Papacharissi, 2009). Postings were accompanied by a cover letter that introduced the 

research and its objectives. LinkedIn postings were made via either Inmail messages directly 

to individuals or through group societies. For Inmail messages, numerous individuals with 

job description relative to IoT, IIoT (Industrial IoT), Digital Manufacturing, Smart 

Manufacturing, I4.0, Lean manufacturing, TPS and Lean specialists were contacted. For 

groups, over 10 relevant group societies with just less than a million members were also 

contacted. Direct e-mails were also used to target individuals in specific companies.  

     Random probability sample was not possible due to the unknown size of the population 

targeted (Saunders et al., 2016), and it was self-selected as randomly as possible among 

potential respondents matching the criteria within the target population (i.e. industrial experts 

from multiple company regions, sizes and sectors). Following the aforementioned distribution 

strategies, 136 usable responses were gathered from team members, team leaders, managers, 

senior managers, directors and managing directors. For large and unknown populations such 

as the one targeted, the size of the sample does not unswervingly rest on the population as 

Hair et al. (2016) suggest that for pragmatic reasons it can be estimated based on best practice 

from the related literature. Thus, based on comparative studies in similar fields (e.g. 

Andreadis et al., 2017; Binti Aminuddin et al., 2016; Kirkham et al. 2014.), a response size of 

136 was considered adequate. 

     The data collected were analysed using a combination of descriptive statistics, 2-Sample 

proportion, Kruskal-Wallis, ANOVA and Pairwise comparison tests. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Respondents and company’s demographics 

Table 2 presents the profiles of the respondents, and their companies, in regards to the 

companies’ size, geographic region and manufacturing sector as well as respondent’s job 

position and level of IoT awareness and implementation. 

 

Table 2. Respondents and companies demographics 

Company Size  Job Position of Respondents  

Large (>250 employees) 59.55% Senior Manager 38.23% 

Medium (50-250 employees) 25.74% Director 27.20% 

Small (<50 employees) 14.71% Manager 16.18% 

  Team Member 8.09% 

Region  Team Leader 6.62% 

Europe 43.38% Other 3.70% 

Asia 30.15%   

North America 21.32% IoT Awareness  

Africa 2.94% High 43.70% 

Australia 2.21% Essential 25.93% 

  Medium 17.04% 

Manufacturing Sector  Low 12.59% 

Automotive 19.11% None 0.74% 

Electronics 16.18%   

Fast Moving Consumer Goods 15.44%  

IoT Implementation in Respondents’ 

 



 

 

Organisation 

Metal and Machinery Manufacturing 11.03% Yes 82.96% 

Chemical 9.56% No 17.04% 

Aerospace 8.09%   

Other 6.62% Level of RFID Implementation  

Miscellaneous Manufacturing 5.15% Fully 20.72% 

Paper 2.21% Partially 52.25% 

Textiles, Leather and Apparel 2.21% None 27.03% 

Petroleum, Coal and Plastics 1.47%   

Transportation 1.47% Level of Wireless Sensor Networks 

Implementation 

 

Defence 0.73% Fully 40.54% 

Steel 0.73% Partially 41.44% 

  None 18.02% 

    

  Level of Middleware Implementation  

  Fully 43.75% 

  Partially 53.57% 

  None 2.68% 

 

4.2 Results - Hypotheses and CRQs  
 

4.2.1 IoT application to manufacturing organisations 

 
H1: Despite its infant nature, IoT can significantly improve the operational performance of 

manufacturing organisations.  

Respondents were asked, on a Likert scale 1-Not at all, 2-Slightly, 3-Moderately, 4-Very, 5-

Extremely, to what extent IoT technologies had improved the performance of the operations 

of their organisations (QQ10, N= 112, see Figure 1). The results are presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Improvement in performance through IoT   

 

     In order to assess the significance of the difference between the two most common 

answers, i.e. “Very” and “Moderately”, a 2-Sample Proportion test at a significance level of 

α=5% was performed, the results are shown in Figure 3(a). As can be seen in this figure, the 

P-Value (0.029) is lower than 0.05, indicating that a statistically significant difference existed 

between the answers “Very” and “Moderately”. Furthermore, in order to identify the 

tendency of the responses, a second 2-Sample Proportion test, after clustering the data, was 

performed. Considering that both “Very” and “Extremely” indicate significant improvement, 

the two data groups that were tested included  “Very” + “Extremely” and “Not at all” + 

“Slightly” + “Moderately”, the results are shown in Figure 3(b).  

 



 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              

(a)                                                                       (b) 
 

Figure 3. (a) 2-Sample proportion test for H1 and (b) 2-Sample proportion test with clustered 

data for H1   

 
     Figure 3(b) indicates that the P-Value (0.001) was less than the significance level (0.05). 

Thus, H1 was accepted as it seemed to exist a statistically significant difference between the 

two groups, which suggested that the use of IoT technology significantly improves the 

operational performance of manufacturing organisations. 

 

CRQ 1: What are the most important motives that led manufacturing organisations to 

implement IoT technologies and which are the features that affected most the performance of 

these technologies? 

 

In regards to the reasons that led manufacturing companies to implement IoT (QQ09), the 

improvement of operational performance was the main motive (29.93%), followed by the 

optimisation of decision-making (24.01%), gain of competitive advantage against 

competitors (24.01%), communication improvement (14.14%) and financial optimisation 

through the achievement of a high-wage economy (11.51%). Furthermore, 0.99% of the 

Test and CI for Two Proportions: Extremely + Very,  

Moderately + Slightly + Not at all 

Method 

 

HO: There is no significant difference between  

p1 and p2, i.e. p1-p2=0. 

H1: There is a significant positive difference between  

p1 and p2, i.e. p1-p2>0 

 

Event: 1 

p₁: proportion where Extremely+Very = 1 

p₂: proportion where Moderately+Slightly+Not at all= 1 

Difference: p₁ - p₂ 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Sample N Event Sample p 

Sample 1 112 68 0.607143 

Sample 2 112 44 0.392857 

    

 

Estimation for Difference 

Difference 

95% CI for 

Difference 

0.214286 (0.086372, 0.342199) 

 

Test 

Null hypothesis H₀: p₁ - p₂ = 0 

Alternative hypothesis H₁: p₁ - p₂ ≠ 0 

Method Z-Value P-Value 

Normal approximation 3.21 0.001 

Fisher's exact    0.002 

 

Test and CI for Two Proportions: Very, Moderately 

Method 

 

HO: There is no significant difference between  

p1 (Very) and p2 (Moderately), i.e. p1-p2=0. 

H1: There is a significant positive difference between  

p1 (Very) and p2 (Moderately), i.e. p1-p2>0 

Event: 1 

p₁: proportion where Very = 1 

p₂: proportion where Moderately = 1 

Difference: p₁ - p₂ 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Sample N Event Sample p 

Sample 1 112 52 0.464286 

Sample 2 112 36 0.321429 

 

Estimation for Difference 

Difference 

95% CI for 

Difference 

0.142857 (0.015319, 0.269395) 

 

Test 

Null hypothesis H₀: p₁ - p₂ = 0 

Alternative hypothesis H₁: p₁ - p₂ > 0 

Method Z-Value P-Value 

Normal approximation 2.19 0.029 

Fisher's exact    0.040 

 



 

 

respondents stated other reasons that included improving predictive maintenance and entering 

the digital era. On the other hand, issues that affected the performance of the IoT technology 

included, in the order of importance, lack of standardisation, lack of IT infrastructure, high 

heterogeneity, poor interoperability, complexity of cyber-physical systems, inadequate data 

analysis and vulnerability to privacy and security. 

 

CRQ2: What are the main barriers that lead manufacturing organisations not to implement 

IoT technologies?  

 

This CRQ was addressed by using data from those participants whose companies had not 

implemented IoT (N= 23). The lack of awareness regarding the potentials benefits of IoT 

utilisation (25%), as well as the lack of standardisation for implementing IoT technologies 

(22.92%), constituted the most important barriers. Furthermore, the maturity of IoT 

technologies (12.50%) and the insufficient IT infrastructure (12.50%) were also found to 

create a barrier to implement IoT technologies. Finally, the lack of financial resources and no 

fit with organisations’ objectives (8.33%) and insufficient privacy and security protection of 

IoT technologies (6.25%) also presented a barrier for implementing IoT. 

 

4.2.2 Compatibility of Lean manufacturing and Internet of Things 
 

H2: Organisations that have already implemented LM are more likely to implement IoT 

technologies successfully.  

 

H2 investigated the extent to which the implementation process of IoT can be assisted, from 

the pre-existed implementation of Lean methods (QQ14, N= 103), the results are shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
            Figure 4. Lean contribution to IoT implementation    

 
     As suggested by Figure 4, there is a clear indication (51.46%) that the prior 

implementation of lean methods assists to a high extent the implementation process of IoT. 

However, in order to statistically assess the significance of the difference with the second 

most frequent answer, i.e. medium with a percentage of 21.36%, a 2-Sample Proportion test 

at a significance level of α=5% was performed, the results are shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                     Figure  5. 2-Sample proportion test for H2 

 
     As indicated by Figure 5, P-Value was <0.001, which was represented as 0.000 by the 

statistical software used. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected, indicating that the IoT 

implementation process was assisted to a high extent, rather than a medium one, from prior 

lean implementation. This suggested the acceptance of H2, which further suggests that 

organisations that have already implemented LM are more likely to implement IoT 

technologies successfully.  

 

CRQ3: Which of the LM methods assist more in the implementation process of IoT 

technologies?  
 

To address this CRQ, the participants (N= 52) who considered that the previous 

implementation of Lean assisted in a ‘high’ or ‘essential’ manner the successful 

implementation of IoT technologies, see Figure 4, were initially asked about the degree of 

implementation of JIT, TPM, Autonomation, VSM and Kaizen in the operations of their 

companies. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Figure 6. Degree of implementation of Lean methods 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis analysis for CRQ3 

 

     In order to assess the significance of the difference regarding the implementation extent of 

these Lean methods, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis analysis was conducted due to the 

relatively small sample and thus lack of normality in the distribution of the data, see Figure 7. 

As shown by this figure, since the P-value was bigger than the significance level (α=0.05), 

H0 was accepted, suggesting that no significant difference between the Lean methods existed, 

indicating in turn that all the methods had the same aiding effect in the successful 

implementation of IoT.   

 
 
 
 



 

 

4.2.3 Lean and IoT combination implications on Continuous Improvement 

 
H3: The implementation of IoT in LM environments will not affect Lean’s philosophy of 

continuous improvement.  

To test H3, a two steps approach was followed. First, an investigation was conducted to 

determine which crucial organisational performance factors, see Figure 8, are improved after 

the initial combination of LM and IoT. This assessment contrasts with the assessment in 4.2.1 

which dealt with the motives for the combination of LM and IoT (QQ09) whereas the focus 

in this first step of H3 is on realisable benefits after the initial combination (QQ16). In the 

second step, an exploration of the extent to which these factors continued to improve over 

time was conducted. For Step 1, Figure 8 shows the factors that, according to the 

respondents, are improved by combining Lean and IoT technology. These were measured on 

a Likert scale from 1 (“not at all”) to 5 (“extremely”). 

 

          

      Figure 8. Performance factors improved through the combination of Lean & IoT – Step 1 

 

     To statistically assess the significance of the difference in the improvement of the factors, 

a one-way ANOVA test at a significance level of 5% was conducted. Since an N=102 sample 

size with a 1-5 Likert scale employed, assumptions of normality and equal variances of the 

responses were expected to be true (McClave et al., 2008). Figure 9 shows the results of the 

one-way ANOVA. Since the P-value was less than 0.001 at a significance level of α=0.05, 

the null hypothesis was rejected, indicating that the organisational performance factors were 

impacted differently by the combination of Lean and IoT. Thus, a Tukey-Pairwise 

Comparison test was applied to statistically determine which of these factors were the most 

impacted by the combination of Lean and IoT, the results are depicted in Figure 10. The 

results indicated that the improvement of information flow is the most important benefit 

achieved by combining Lean and IoT, closely followed by the decision-making, productivity 

and responsiveness factors. Lead time reduction and wastes removal are the factors that 

would benefit the least according to the respondents. 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. One-way ANOVA for H3 – Step 1 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                               Figure 10. Tukey-Pairwise Comparison for H3 – Step 1 

 
     For Step 2, an exploration of the extent to which these factors continued to improve over 

time was conducted through QQ17, see Table 1. The results are shown in Figure 11. They 

One-way ANOVA: Decision making, Defects’ detection, Flexibility, Information flow, 

Inventory control, Lead time, Productivity, Waste’s removal 

 

H0: There is no significant difference to the improvement extent of decision-making, defects  

        detection, flexibility, Information flow, inventory control, lead time, productivity,  

        responsiveness, wastes removal. 

 H1: There is significant difference to the improvement extent of decision-making, defects   

        detection, flexibility, Information flow, inventory control, lead time, productivity,  

        responsiveness, wastes removal. 

 

Method 

Null hypothesis All means are equal 

Alternative hypothesis Not all means are equal 

Significance level α = 0.05 

 

Factor Information 

Facto

r 

Level

s Values 

Facto

r 

9 Decision making, Defects detection, Flexibility, Information flow, 

Inventory 

control, Lead time, Productivity, Responsiveness, Wastes removal 

 

Analysis of Variance 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Factor 8 104.8 13.0991 14.17 0.000 

Error 909 840.5 0.9247       

Total 917 945.3          

 

Model Summary 

S R-sq R-sq(adj) R-sq(pred) 

0.961611 11.09% 10.30% 9.32% 

 



 

 

indicate that the bulk of the responses considered that the organisational performance factors 

continued to improve to a high and moderate extent.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11. Continuation of improvement over time 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. (a) 2-Sample Proportion test for H3 and (b) 2-Sample Proportion Test with 

clustered data for H3 

 

    In order to assess the significance of the difference between the two most common 

answers, i.e. “Very” and “Moderately”, a 2-Sample Proportion test at a significance level of 

α=5% was performed, the results are shown in Figure 12(a). The Figure shows that the P-

value is 0.319 which is considerably higher than the significance level of 0.05, therefore, the 

Null hypothesis is accepted. Furthermore, in order to identify the tendency of the responses, a 

second 2-Sample Proportion test, after clustering the data, was performed. Considering that 

both “Very” and “Extremely” indicate significant improvement, the two data groups that 



 

 

were tested included  “Very” + “Extremely” and “Not at all” + “Slightly” + “Moderately”, 

the results are shown in Figure 12(b). This figure shows that although the P-value decreased, 

it is still considerably bigger than the significance level, thus, the null hypothesis is again 

accepted. This suggests that although IoT implementation supports the improvement on the 

factors of continuous improvement, i.e. QQ16 as shown in Figure 10, a continuation of 

improvement on these factors over time is not likely (QQ17).  

 
4.2.4 Improvements in Lean methods with IoT 
 

H4: The utilisation of IoT technologies (RFID, WSN and Middleware) can improve the 

efficiency of the five essential LM methods (JIT, TPM, Autonomation, VSM and Kaizen). 
 

Figure 13 presents the data regarding the improvement of LM methods by the three IoT 

technologies (QQ18). It can be seen that JIT (29.8%) and Autonomation (28.4%) are the LM 

methods that are most improved by RFID. WSN enhances Autonomation (32.8%), TPM 

(26.9%) and JIT (20.1%). However, the impact of Middleware is more balanced to the LM 

methods, as it has similar levels of improvement i.e. VSM (22.6%), Autonomation (22.3%) 

and TPM (22%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Figure 13. Improvements in Lean methods through IoT technologies for H4 
 

     Figure 14, where the bars are scaled horizontally, shows the outcome of QQ19. The figure 

indicates that management decision is vastly improved by Middleware (60.21) in comparison 

with WSN and RFID (25.8%, 22.58% respectively). Communication is also mostly improved 

by Middleware (46.32%) followed by WSN and RFID (35.29% and 22.05%). Similar results 

can be seen for data gathering.  On the other hand, RFID leads to higher improvement for 

inventory control (49.69%) followed by WSN and Middleware (32.12% and 18.18%), 

whereas WSN mostly improves the reduction of machines breakdowns (48.06%), 

identification of shop-floor defects (42.66%) and Lead time (40%) followed by Middleware 

and RFID. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Figure 14. Improvements in some crucial features via LM and IoT 

 
CRQ4: To what extent does the utilisation of IoT in the shop-floor support the LM objectives 

of enabling ‘bespoke customer requirements’, improving ‘information and material flow’, 

eliminating ‘non-value added activities’ and ‘waste’, and deploying a ‘pull production 

system’? 

 
CRQ4 was explored using QQ20, see Table 1, based on a Likert scale from 1 (“not at all”) to 

5 (“extremely”). The results, presented in figure 15, indicate that lean objectives, represented 

as features, are improved by IoTs as there is a higher tendency for IoT support for Information 

and material flow (4.01), and similar tendencies for the other features. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Figure 15. Lean Objectives improved by utilising IoTs 

 
     To statistically assess the significance of the difference in the improvement of the 

objectives, a one-way ANOVA test at a significance level of 5% was conducted (Figure 16). 



 

 

Since an N=102 sample size with a 1-5 Likert scale was employed, assumptions of normality 

and equal variances of the responses were expected to be true (McClave et al., 2008). Since 

the P-value in Figure 16 is less than 0.001 at a significance level of α=0.05, the null 

hypothesis is rejected, indicating that the lean objectives were impacted differently by 

utilising IoTs. Thus, a Tukey-Pairwise Comparison test was applied to statistically determine 

which of these objectives were the most impacted by utilising IoTs. The results, which are 

depicted in Figure 17, indicate that the improvement of information and material flow is the 

Lean objective that benefits most from utilising IoTs, whilst the remaining Lean objectives 

receive similar levels of benefits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Figure 16. One-way ANOVA test for CRQ4 

 
 

                     
 
                      Figure 17. Tukey Pairwise comparison for CRQ4 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5. Discussion 

 

RQ1: What are the benefits and limitations of IoT utilisation within manufacturing 

organisations? 

 

The findings concerning RQ1, which was addressed through H1, CRQ1 & CRQ2, suggest 

that IoT significantly improves the operational performance of manufacturing organisations, 

despite the early stage of the technology. This view is supported by a range of literature that 

has explored the potential benefits of IoT in the manufacturing sector  (Rymaszewska et al., 

2017; McKinsey Global Institute, 2016; Alvarez and Marsal, 2016). Furthermore, the 

improved decision-making resulting from improved data capture using IoTs coupled with 

communication were found to be the main motivations for IoT utilisation. This supports the 

views of Bauer et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2016) regarding IoT’s capability to improve 

visibility. 

     The findings also indicate that the lack of standardisation, lack of proper IT infrastructure 

and high heterogeneity are, in that order of significance, the features that mostly affect IoT 

performance. This is also in line with the cautions from researchers such as Xu et al. (2014), 

who argue that technical-based challenges of IoT limit IoT’s capability to achieve a positive 

impact on manufacturing organisations. Also, Rüttimann and Stöckli (2016) argue that the 

high variability that IoT technologies introduce into a manufacturing environment impacts 

the potential to achieve significant performance improvements. 

 

RQ2: How compatible are LM methods with IoT technologies? 

 

RQ2 was addressed through H2 and CRQ3. The outcome indicates that that Lean 

manufacturing methods are compatible with IoT technologies as it was found that 

organisations that have already implemented LM are more likely to successfully implement 

IoT technologies. The results also suggest that JIT, TPM, Autonomation, VSM and Kaizen 

have a similar aiding effect in the successful implementation of IoT. In the literature, the 

main area of concern with regards to compatibility is the different basis of operation of the 

two concepts, i.e. LM is managerial whilst IoT is technological (Bauer et al., 2015; 

Rüttimann and Stöckli, 2016). Schumacher et al. (2016) argue that the increased IT 

requirements for IoT deployment can increase the complexity of shop-floor operations, in 

contrast to the simplicity that LM provides to organisations. 

     The findings derived from this research seem to alleviate these concerns to an extent, and 

it may be argued that the decentralised nature of both concepts, which facilitate flexibility 

and customizability, seems to be a synergy that supports their implementation compatibility 

(Kaspar and Schneider, 2015; Kolberg and Zühlke, 2015). Furthermore, the argument that 

IoT technologies are more easily implemented in repetitive manufacturing organisations, in 

which LM methods are highly applicable, supports their compatibility (Strandhagen et al., 

2017).  

 

RQ3: What are the impacts of Lean & IoT on the Continuous Improvement Philosophy 

 

RQ3, which was explored through H3, found that improvements in information flow, 

decision- making, productivity and responsiveness constitute, in that order of significance, 

the most important benefits after the initial combination of LM and IoT. It is interesting but 

not surprising to see that the outcome of H3, which focused on the benefits accruable after 

the initial combination of LM and IoT, also aligns with the outcome of CRQ1, which focused 



 

 

on the motivation for such combination. However, there were no improvements in these 

factors over time, suggesting that the combination of IoT with LM does not enhance the 

continuous improvement philosophy. This could be attributed to the perception that IoT 

reduces human involvement despite the support and benefits that IoT provides to people. This 

aligns with the concerns that have been raised in literature regarding the extent to which the 

combination of Lean practices with IoT technologies will support the continuous 

improvement philosophy (Rüttimann and Stöckli, 2016),. 
 

RQ4: What LM methods are mostly supported through IoT technologies and how? 

 

RQ4 was explored through H4 and CR4 to identify which LM methods (JIT, TPM, 

Autonomation, VSM & Kaizen) are mostly supported by specific IoT technologies (RFID, 

WSN and Middleware). Based on the outcome of RQ3 discussed above, it was not surprising 

to establish that Kaizen is the least supported with the remaining four methods improved to a 

high extent.  

     The RFID technology has the most impact on JIT, followed by Autonomation. For JIT, the 

impact is mainly by facilitating data gathering for inventory control and lead time 

management. These are consistent with the literature, for example, Zheng et al. (2020) argue 

that the real-time data about locations and product’s characteristics that can be obtained 

through RFID, can contribute significantly to the optimisation of the inventory. Rafique et al. 

(2016) and Wan et al. (2014) also argue that improvements in lead time can result from the 

reduction of waiting times and delays within the shop floor through RFIDs capability to 

improve the traceability of products. For Autonomation, RFID’s capability of gathering real-

time data can be seen as its main driver of improvement, as this data can provide information 

that will enhance the detection of defects within processes, which could interrupt operations 

(Ma et al., 2017). 

     For WSN, however, the most impact was on Autonomation, again through 

interconnectivity and information gathering as supported by Ma et al. (2017), followed by 

TPM and JIT, where it enables reduction of machines breakdowns, enhanced identification of 

shop-floor defects and failures, as well as improvements in lead time. Regarding JIT, WSN 

and RFID have a similar impact on inventory control and lead time. This can be attributed to 

the capabilities of both technologies to capture data that enhance process flow (Munir et al., 

2007). 

     The results of the study indicate that Middleware produces similar levels of improvements 

on VSM, Autonomation and TPM. For VSM, this is by enabling improvements in decision-

making and communication. Zhong et al. (2016) argue that Middleware can improve 

decision-makers visibility, thus providing a more holistic view of operations due to its 

capability to provide access to different business applications that enables integration and 

holistic data analysis. For Autonomation and TPM, Middleware’s capability for data 

integration and analysis facilitates the reduction in machines breakdown (Bandyopadhyay et 

al., 2011). 

 
6. Conclusions 

This research presents and reflects upon the available literature regarding common and 

contrasting characteristics and synergies of LM and IoT. Four hypothesis and four 

complimentary research questions were formulated and investigated. The findings suggest 

that (1) LM methods are compatible with IoT technologies; (2) improvements in information 

flow, decision-making, productivity and responsiveness constitute, in that order of 



 

 

significance, the most important benefits of LM and IoT combination; (3) although JIT, TPM, 

Autonomation and VSM are improved to a high extent by utilising IoT, the continuous 

improvement philosophy does not receive similar support. It was demonstrated in the 

discussion that there are consistencies between these findings and the results of previous 

studies. Therefore, this paper extends our knowledge in the concurrent deployment of LM and 

I4.0 technologies and addresses a research gap as previously established in Section 1 by: 

 Determining the benefits and limitations of IoT utilisation within manufacturing 

organisations; 

 Investigating whether LM, and some of its methods and tools, and the IoT technology are 

compatible;  

 Establishing the impacts of LM and IoT on the Continuous Improvement Philosophy; and 

 Determining what LM methods are mostly supported through IoT technologies and how. 

     The contribution of the research and its findings are highly relevant for businesses and 

practitioners who are interested in implementing IoT technologies in environments where LM 

has already been deployed, or vice versa. These are also highly relevant for researchers as the 

findings are expected to motivate further research in this very significant and current topic. 

For example, although this research focused on three technologies of IoT (i.e. RFID, WSN 

and Middleware) as they are more prevalent in industry, further research could also be 

conducted considering other relevant technologies such as Near Field Communication, 

Bluetooth and Satellite communication technologies. Additionally, future studies can also 

consider studying the relationship of LM with a key factor in future IoT development, i.e. 

network technologies (Peker et al., 2020). This can be considered part of the future research 

agenda derived from the present study and we encourage researchers to address that research 

gap. 

Due to the current digitalisation trend present in all industrial sectors, organisations in other 

sectors, besides manufacturing, such as logistics and transport, healthcare, services, among 

others, and the wider applicability of LM, these other industries can also benefit from this 

study. Similarly as the manufacturing industry, all these sectors are under extreme pressure to 

modernise their operations by adopting digital technologies to make sure that they remain 

competitive and are more sustainable. The effective implementation of IoT and other 

efficiencies–based approaches such as LM can offer them a prospect to achieve this 

endeavour. 

     This study’s extent and scope were limited by some constraining factors that should be 

considered when defining a future research agenda. Firstly, this research was conducted 

within the manufacturing industry’s context only. For this reason, future research is required 

to understand the interaction of LM and IoT technology in other industrial sectors. This will 

provide evidence of the role that industry characteristics may have on the interaction of these. 

Additionally, future research can also be underpinned considering academic and research 

experts as the current research only involved industry experts, resulting in the investigation of   

LM and IoT’s interaction only from a pragmatic standpoint. Furthermore, the research and 

data collection employed as part of the present research limited the ability of the industry 

experts to express opinions other than those pre-set answers and intensity established by the 

Likert scale. To address this limitation, qualitative interviews with selected companies can be 

conducted and combined with the quantitative approach followed by the present research. In 

this research, the interaction of combining LM and IoT has been investigated. Future research 

can also focus on such combination but in this case, exploring their combined effect on the 

operational and sustainability performance of companies.  
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